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INDIAN TRIBES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note : Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal 
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1. What in your view should be the criteria for identifying 
tribal and non-tribal people? Explain your propositions 
with examples.

sftr Tk-snftditfl f^fh W 3ttf^
f^TFR W RTW Kft 3TFF F>

TTT«I -STTW ^1

2. Distinguish between tribal and non-tribal societies. Explain 
with examples on the basis of history.

sftr tfwi $rr w 
3ttmr ft ttw ww

3. Why, in your opinion, were certain territories of India 
said to be inhabited by tribes while others were not? 
Explain with examples.
3HWt TTF W W aH FTt *1-Ml fa 4 KITT 

FFT FFT FT, '’I’M fa) $FF F^ F7?T W «TT?

3^<U| WW ^‘l

4. Write an essay on any one tribe from north India. 
Provide examples from history to illustrate your essay.

3TR WT tFRft FT fa*RT f^f^l

3 <KI5<U| m 3TF^ FT1 WS FTtf^l
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5. What was the policy of the Mughals towards tribal 
regions?

6. How did the rulers of India in ancient India interface 
with tribal regions?

3jrf^rrat tot 3 tot vnw

7. Critically evaluate colonial policy towards the tribal regions
of India.

*TOT VfcT 3l1 M Pl RI * ^ftfcT ^7

8. Why did the tribal regions not rebel in earlier times in 
history but began to rebel regularly against colonial 
rulers?

< TOt tot 3 tar
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9. In what ways are the policies of the government of India 
since independence different from those of the colonial 
government?

3 HIRT WFR W 3

sMWw 3 3RRT f?

10. How can the tribal regions of India be empowererd? 
Provide examples and reasons for your suggestions.

RRrT tol -5TT TRFkTT t?
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